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BLETCHINGTON

EDITORIAL
As you may recall, in our April magazine, right at the start of lockdown, we put out a call for volunteers to help
with shopping and other essential tasks for vulnerable villagers who were self-isolating. Several people came
forward and I would like to say a big thank you all of you. As things turned out, there were few calls for help,
but your commitment is much appreciated nonetheless. I would also, once again, like to thank all the key
workers whose fantastic efforts keep Bletchington and the rest of the country going. Little by little, the
lockdown is beginning to ease, but there still seems some way to go before things return to normal.
Unfortunately both the main social hubs in the village, the Blacks Head and the Sports & Social Club remain
closed for the time being – we await news and hope they might reopen soon.
Our cover photograph celebrates the fifth anniversary of the Village Hall opening. The combined Village Hall
and School building passed from the developers to the community in August 2015, with the first hall bookings
taking place the following month. Many thanks to everyone who has been involved with the project from its
inception and throughout the five years the hall has been open. Your hard work has resulted in an asset the
whole village can all be proud of. Sadly, due to Covid-19, the hall has been unable to be used for the last few
months but I am pleased to report that it is now open once again for certain activities, albeit with the
inevitable restrictions. Please see the BCF article on page 8 for further details.
Some village organisations are still not operating, therefore some of our usual articles are missing or are
considerably shorter than in ‘normal’ times. This is your Village News so please help us make up the shortfall
in regular articles by sending us your own contributions. We would love to see more examples of children’s
artwork or hear your stories as we emerge from lockdown. Any other news stories, photographs and
memories of Bletchington would also be most welcome. Please e-mail your contributions to
bletchington@aol.com. The deadline for articles is always the 20th of the month prior to publication – so
articles for inclusion in the October/November magazine must be with us by 20th September, 2020.

petebaker99@gmail.com

Pete Baker

Ringing the bells for VJ Day, 15th August

Sue Macready, our Bell Captain, has had a request from the Royal British Legion to take part in the
75th anniversary of VJ day on 15th August (sadly they were unable to ring for VE day due to the
Covid 19 virus). She has agreed and on that day at 11.10am an announcement will be read out called
"Cry for Peace around the World" read by Sally Cross, her fellow ringer. It will be followed by the
ringing of one Bell 75 times - one for each year since VJ day 15th August 1945. We hope that people
will take the opportunity to come and listen at a safe distance.
Sue and Sally go to the Church most Sundays to chime 2 bells before the Zoom services for which we
are very grateful. (They are only allowed to ring two at the moment!)
Thankyou
Thankyou, to all those, who sent a donation, in memory of Ron Gamage. As we were not able to
hold a church service and only 10 people were allowed to attend the funeral service, it was pleasing
to hear that £260 had been received by S&R Childs, in Ron’s memory and this has now been
forwarded to The British Heart Foundation. It was greatly appreciated by the family.
THANKS
I would like to thank all our deliverers, old and new, who cheerfully distributed the Village News for
our last couple of issues. At least, they all seemed cheerful when I arrived with their batch of V.N!
Unfortunately, we didn't get any volunteers from the new Duchy Estate houses and so our editor ended
up delivering them. If anyone of the newcomers would be prepared to act as deliverer, I would be
pleased to hear from them – this would involve delivering the V.N. every 2 months to the 30+ houses.
Ian Gedling (350491)
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ST. GILES’ CHURCH NEWS AND SERVICES
We are part of the AKEMAN BENEFICE (Bletchington, Kirtlington, Weston-on-the-Green, Chesterton,
Middleton Stoney, Wendlebury and Hampton Gay)
Ministry Team
Rector: The Rev’d Gareth Miller
Associate Priest: The Rev’d Nick Ktorides

01869 350224
01869 324191

akemanbenefice@gmail.com
nickkt0rides@akeman.gmail.com

Assistant Priests:
The Very Rev’d Robert Wilkes
The Rev’d Dr. Paula Clifford

01869 350159
01869 530806

bobwilkes.akeman@gmail.com
cliffordpaula.akeman@gmail.com

Licensed Lay Minister: Paul Clifford

01869 351652 paulclifford.akeman@gmail.com

Children and Families’ Co-ordinator: Joanna Clifford

01869 351652
joannaclifford.akeman@gmail.com

Safeguarding Officer: Nicky Donne

01869 351748 safeguarding.akeman@gmail.com

Churchwarden: Judith Ledger
Assistant Churchwarden: Fiona Teddy
Secretary: Patricia Hampson

Treasurer: Ian Gedling
Member of the PCC: Natasha Pitts

Services: At the time of going to press it is still not clear what pattern of church services will be possible in
August and September. We have been trialing a pattern of two per week in the benefice during July, but we will
be reviewing this at the end of the month.
The Zoom service will continue for the foreseeable future. Please look out at local publicity in posters and in
the village and benefice Facebook pages for details of other services. Alternatively email
akemanbenefice@gmail.com.
Clergy News: We are sad to report that Revd. Mike White has decided it is time for him to retire properly!.
Huge thanks to Mike and Doreen for their warmth and generosity and for all they have contributed to our
benefice. They will continue to be around, and to help out from time to time.
We are also delighted for her (but sad for us) that Paula Clifford has been appointed interim Chaplain of St.
Luke’s Church, Fontainebleau, for approx.18 months from September. We look forward to her return.
Bishop Colin, the Bishop of Dorchester, will be retiring in October after 20 years’ faithful and dedicated
service. The process is well under way to choose his successor. If you would like to make a contribution
towards his leaving gift please send a cheque made payable to Akeman Benefice to The Rectory, Troy Lane,
Kirtlington, OX5 3HA or transfer funds to Lloyds Bank (Sort Code 30-90-77, account number 00412500)
marking your gift with your surname and Bishop. Thank you.
The Church is now able to hold an occasional service (with restrictions), but has been open for private prayer
since June. We would like to thank Fiona for giving the church a thorough cleaning for this re-opening – not an
easy task after 3 months of closure! Judith has also made sure that the surfaces are wiped and the flowers kept
fresh, to make the church as safe and welcoming as possible. We are now back on our usual rota of cleaning
ladies (and man) but we would all be extremely grateful if more people could help us. We usually clean in
pairs for two weeks at a time. You don’t need to be a church-goer, it isn’t hard work, only takes about an hour
every few months and all the equipment is there. Judith (351542) would love to hear from you.
Bletch bags:
We only have a few bags left, so if you would like one, please get in touch with
Judith on (351542).
They are sturdy, a useful size of 30 x 30 x 19 cm,
only £5 (and a great talking point!).
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Ride and Stride on Saturday 12th September 2020 for St. Giles’
Ride and Stride is a great way to enjoy getting out and about in Oxfordshire.
This annual sponsorship event raises funds enabling OHCT to make grants to places of Christian worship and
by participants sponsored funds being split between the Trust and their chosen place of worship, also helps
provide significant support for the church or chapel of their choice. There are many ways to get involved –
cycling, walking or horse-riding between churches being the most popular but others have combined their
involvement with sight-seeing whilst on holiday or driving vintage tractors!
Please help our church. To find out more please phone Judith on 351542.
Benefice Bugle. We are issuing a new email bulletin from time to time, giving news from the villages and an
update on services, together with a quiz and other fun activities. If you would like to be added to the mailing
list please email joannaclifford.akeman@gmail.com

Letter from The Rector
Dear friends
I have recently been greatly captivated by Roy Jenkins’s superb biography of Gladstone. I was most
amused by his wife, Catherine’s, remark, “Oh William, dear, if you weren’t such a great man,
you’d be the most terrible bore.” He was, of course, renowned for prolixity - several of his
Commons speeches going on for three or even four hours. But he was also a man of enormous
erudition, wide sympathies, and prodigious energy and industry.
Jenkins writes of Gladstone, after the latter’s peregrination around the industrial north in 1862:
“There was some feeling that he was on their side, not in the sense of an economic class
struggle….but in the sense that he was for seriousness against cynicism, for moral purpose against
frivolity…and also in some sense for the solid striving of the northern provincial centres as against
the glitter of London and the soft landscape and more traditional society of the south.” (p 240)
Of whom could that be said today? Not that I am against all frivolity! But there is a lack of real
seriousness and moral purpose among many of our politicians. Would that they spent more time,
like Gladstone, devouring the classics, engaging in strenuous physical exercise, or writing personal
letters to their families, constituents and peers, instead of spending their time indulging in rather
pointless excursions on Twitter and Facebook and relying too little on their native judgment and
too much on the opinions of special advisers.
Many a commentator has suggested that the coronavirus pandemic should give us pause – a chance
to take stock and recalibrate our political system and our common life. The BBC has offered a rich
array of reflective programmes, including an excellent series of radio discussions called Rethink,
and there have been similar offerings in the national press.
I very much hope that, however long the current crisis lasts, and whatever its long-term effects,
we will all find the opportunity to ask what really matters. What really matters in our society, in
our families, in our own individual lives? Life is short, and we can easily fritter it away in trivial
pursuits!
In our churches too there are questions to ask. How do we best use our resources? How do we look
outwards towards the community? How do we engage with difficult questions? How do we listen
carefully to those with whom we differ? How do we support the young in this constantly changing
world?
The pandemic is stretching us in all kinds of ways, perhaps especially the frail and elderly and
those who have had young children at home rather than school. As we move into an unpredictable
future, I pray that we might be stretched in positive and wholesome ways, but also that we might
help each other to find some relief from the strain.
Gareth
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News in Brief
Mike’s epic run to work
Co-op manager Mike Seaton was hoping to take part in the Great North Run, scheduled for Sunday 13 th
September, but unfortunately this year’s event has been cancelled for obvious reasons. Not to be deterred,
Mike’s alternative plan now comes into play, which is to run from him home in Brackley to the store here in
Bletchington, setting off at the same date and time (10:00am). Having mapped out a suitable route, this has
come out around 20.5 miles, considerably longer than the half-marathon distance of the GNR, and with
several hills en route to negotiate.
Mike would very much appreciate your support. Firstly, through sponsorship - his chosen charity is Muscular
Dystrophy UK, a cause very close to his heart, as his nephew Sydney has Myotonic Dystrophy. If you would
like to sponsor Mike, please visit his justgiving page: www.justgiving.com/mike-seaton5. Secondly, please
come along and cheer Mike home after his gruelling run – expected arrival time at the Co-op store is around
1:00 to 1:30pm. Thank you very much for supporting this worthwhile cause.
Introducing the new 250 bus
From 6th July, we welcome a new
bus operator, Hallmark Buses,
who took over the running of the
250 bus route which serves
Bletchington. This is a small
independent company which up
to now has mainly run bus
services in the Surrey area. The
hourly frequency, Monday to
Saturday, has been maintained
with some small adjustments to
the original timetable designed to
avoid buses having to pass along
the narrow stretch of road
between
Bletchington
and
Hampton Poyle. A copy of the
new timetable is displayed on the
inside front cover.
Blacks Head
Unfortunately the pub remains closed for the time being, with no reopening date set at the time we went to
press. Licensee Avril explains: “We have taken the decision to delay our opening. We are currently working
through when this will be and how we will do so – the safety of our guests and team is our priority as we
continue to work through our plans”. Whilst the pub remains closed the Lockdown & Loaded take-away
service will continue to operate on Friday and Saturday evenings from 5:00 till 8:00pm, offering a range of
homemade pizzas and burgers, and they now also have Fish & Chips available, on Fridays only. Orders must be
placed in advance as they operate pre-booked collection times in order to maintain social distancing. Please email lockdownandloaded@gmail.com or call 01869 350011 or order on-line through Facebook - orders are
taken from 4:30pm on Thursday.
Sports & Social Club
The Social Club also remains closed at the moment with no plans to reopen until there is a further easing of
restrictions, but some sports can now take place outside. Cricket fixtures in the Cherwell League have
recommenced but there will be no promotion or relegation at the end of the season. Men’s and youth
football training has also resumed in the hope the league will start as normal in the autumn. Meanwhile the
Nomads quiz team has been taking part in some on-line competitions.
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BLETCHINGDON CE(A) PRIMARY SCHOOL
Whitemarsh Way, Bletchingdon, OX5 3FD
(01869) 350393 office.3141@bletchingdon.oxon.sch.uk

Learn to Believe, Aspire to Achieve
10th July 2020
As we come to the end of the school year, I look back over several months the like of which I have never seen
before.
After such a positive start to the year, with a successful visit from Ofsted, an amazing residential trip for our
older children and a very moving Remembrance event, we at the school were devastated to be separated
physically from most of the children we teach due to COVID-19.
The initial lockdown came upon us suddenly, and I was overwhelmed by the positive support from the school
community which enabled us to focus on providing care for the children of those amazing key workers who
kept our country running so well: medical staff, shop workers, refuse collectors, carers, utility providers.
Although we were saddened to have physical contact cut, we quickly set up arrangements to continue learning
for the children. Like many, our technological skills developed very rapidly, and we were soon using
GoogleDrives like second nature. It was great to see the children engaging so well, and we as teachers were
both humbled and impressed with the commitment with which many parents entered into educating their
children. We are aware that there have been times when it has seemed all too much for you, but our admiration
knows no bounds for the way you have soldiered on.
In more recent months we have welcomed back children from some year groups, as directed by the
Government, and we realised that what we have missed has been the sound of school: the laughter, the ‘teacher
voice’ echoing down the corridor and the playing of games. It has been further improved with the return of all
year groups, even if only for a few days. Seeing the children back in their rightful classrooms has been
absolutely heart-warming for all the staff.
Clearly, with such a disrupted year, many things have slipped beneath the radar. I have had many poignant
moments coming across things out in the school diary only to cross them out: the Easter service with the
bishop, the cricket day, the May Day fete and the summer production. These rites of passage, and never to be
repeated events (for those children) have been sorely missed.
Also at danger of being missed is the departure of the lynchpin of the school for many years. Mrs Jackie Taylor
in the school office has now retired and is in danger of slipping away without her departure being marked. Due
to social distancing rules, we were unable to mark this properly before the summer holiday, so we hope to mark
this event in the autumn. I want to put on record the thanks to Jackie from many headteachers over the decades,
and from the hundreds of children she has seen through school. Happy retirement!
We also say goodbye to our lovely Year 6 children. They have been denied so many of their usual rites of
passage, but we can still do a proper goodbye in the Village News! Goodbye and good luck to Owen, Emma,
Ciara, Millie, Della, Billy, Joe and Sam. We will miss you.
Huw Morgan, Headteacher

1st Bletchington Brownies
Due to the on going situation we aren't having face to face meetings currently but hope by the end of
summer we may be able to meet in small groups.
Brownies are busy at home doing activities and working on badges.
Congratulations Lola on gaining the Brownie Gold Award.
We say goodbye to Martha and Lola who will be moving up to Guides when we are able to meet and
Hello to Sylvie joining us at Brownies.
We have spaces in local units for Rainbows girls age 5-7, Brownies age 7-10 and Guides age 10-14
We also have a Trefoil group for over 18s that started in February and are hoping to meet again
soon.
For more info email Lcvwing@hotmail.com or register at Www.girlguiding.org.uk/joinus
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Akram - our postman
Among the many people in the village who have helped us through
the past few months, our lovely postman,
Akram Ramzan, has been outstanding.
Never seen without a smile on his face,
he has cheerfully tramped the streets of Bletchington,
in all weathers to keep us in touch with our friends and families.

We would like to thank him and everyone else very much for all
their hard work and service on our behalf.

History Corner
The Post Box
There are around 115,500 post boxes in the UK, with 98% of the population living within half a mile of one.
Here in Bletchington we have two post boxes: a rather nice George V (reign 1910-36) example set in the wall
of what was once the village shop/post office and a newer box in Valentia Close installed in the 1990s –
mounted on a pole, this style of post box is known as a lamp box as they were originally designed to be
attached to lamp posts. Integral to each post box is the cipher of the reigning monarch at the time of
manufacture, so we can easily get an idea of the age of an individual box.
The Penny Post was introduced by Rowland Hill in 1840, the first system of prepaid postage stamps in the
world; prior to that the recipient of a letter would be charged upon delivery. The street post box had yet to
reach these shores and senders would either have to take their letters to a Receiving House, the forerunner of
the Post Office counter, or there were Bellmen who collected post in the streets, attracting attention by
ringing a bell.
The roadside post box originated in France, earliest recorded examples dating back to 17 th Century Paris, and
common throughout the country by 1829. It was novelist Anthony Trollope who, working for the Post Office,
proposed their introduction in Britain having seen their popularity in France and Belgium. Four cast iron pillar
boxes were installed as a trial in Jersey in 1852, then the following year the trial was extended to Guernsey.
They proved a great success and later in 1853 post boxes began appearing throughout Britain.
The earliest post boxes were painted red but in 1859 the Post Office set about standardising the design and
also determined that the colour for all post boxes should be green. This was seen as a natural colour which
blended in well with the environment but therein lied a problem: they were so camouflaged that people were
finding it difficult to spot them. In 1874 it was decided the colour should revert back to red. The Post Office
set about a repainting process which took about ten years as there were so many boxes by then.
In their heyday, busier post boxes in major towns and cities could be emptied as often as ten times a day, with
collection times clearly displayed on a plate at the front of the box, but in today’s electronic age we are
sending far fewer letters so many boxes are now emptied just once a day. But the iconic red post box remains
a much cherished part of our street furniture, indeed a few have even achieved listed building status, so
hopefully they will remain on our streets for many years to come.
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THURSDAY CLUB
Unfortunately there have been no meetings due to Covid 19.
We will notify all members when we are planning to resume meeting again.
Keep safe and well.

BLETCHINGTON SILVER BAND
Even though the lockdown has been eased recently around the UK meaning we
can begin to return to some kind of normal, the band has still not been given the
green light to return to rehearsals. Brass Band England has advised bands to
hold off all performances for the foreseeable future. The guidance states that playing a brass
instrument (along with playing a woodwind instrument and singing) holds a higher risk of
transmission due to the potential aerosol production and there is currently limited research to
assess this specific risk… Who knew brass bands was such a high risk hobby!
Even though we are all disappointed with this news, the band are keeping up practise at home
and are in regular contact with each other via our WhatsApp group.
We still have our fingers crossed we will be able to go ahead with our Autumn Concert on 17 th
October to officially celebrate our 100th Birthday and start a year of celebrations. To keep up
to date with all the band news, follow us on social media: Facebook (Bletchington Silver Band),
Twitter and Instagram (Bletch Band).
Keep well and safe and hope it isn’t too long until we can play for you again.

Tommy
Bletchington’s resident DJ, the inimitable
Tommy Coombes, kept the village
entertained during lockdown by playing
music from his garden after ‘Clap for carers’
every week – until Cherwell District Council
intervened! On Thursday evenings for several
weeks at 8:05pm the sound of “Sweet
Caroline” could be heard throughout the
village, followed by a selection of other songs
from his vast collection. Many thanks to Gary
Wing whose clever caricature of Tommy
spinning the discs perfectly captures the
spirit of those evenings.
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The Bletchingdon Community Foundation
Village Hall reopening
After several months of complete closure due to
Covid-19, the trustees are pleased to announce the
Village Hall is now open once again for bookings such
as low-intensity non-contact exercise groups and
meetings. In line with Government guidelines, some
new temporary Terms & Conditions have been added
to the existing list in order to ensure proper
sanitisation of the hall and maintain social distancing.
The range of events which are allowed to take place
and the Terms & Conditions will be reviewed as and
when Government guidelines are updated. For further
information about whether your intended booking
can go ahead, please e-mail vh.manager@thebcf.net.
Could you be our new Bookings Manager?
With the hall now reopening, the BCF is very keen to recruit a Bookings Manager, working approximately 5-6
hours per week. Please note this a paid position, so you would receive an hourly wage as well as playing a key
role within the community.
The successful applicant will have an aptitude for working with computer programmes and be confident in
liaising face to face with potential hirers. If you are interested in applying, please drop an e-mail to
vh.manager@thebcf.net with some brief details about yourself.
Co-op vouchers scheme
The Co-op vouchers scheme continues to operate and anyone suffering
hardship as a result of the Coronavirus restrictions can apply for help from
the Charity in the form of Co-op vouchers. If you or someone you know is
need of financial assistance please complete an application form and email it to charity.secretary@thebcf.net or deliver it to the Charity secretary
at 14 Lenthal. Copies of the form were distributed to all homes in
Bletchington and further copies can be obtained from the village website:
www.bletchingdon-pc.org.uk.
Several residents have already been helped in this way and you are
welcome to make further applications if your circumstances of hardship
are ongoing. The scheme is set to continue until further notice.
Thank you
The BCF would like to say a big thank you to Midcounties Co-op for their generous donation of £1,000 worth
of Co-op vouchers which are helping finance the above scheme. At this difficult time when the BCF’s revenue
has been severely impacted by the Covid-19 pandemic, this invaluable support from the Co-op is much
appreciated.
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(Kirtlington & Bletchington Historical Society)
Sole Searching

Haydn Middleton

An enterprising Cambridge Green Badge Guide by the name of Murray Jacobs contacted the society back in
April to ask if we’d be interested in a Zoom lecture during lockdown, his credentials being that he ‘runs
general and tailored walking tours of Cambridge and also gives short, fun and informative talks on the
“Hidden Secrets of Cambridge.”’ (Initially I wondered if these ‘hidden secrets’ might be distinct from secrets
hanging about in plain view for everyone to see, but please do read on…)
So that’s how around 25 members came to click on the blue
hyperlink for the society’s first-ever Zoom address (The Bridges
of Cambridge, 16 June 2020). Our speaker’s name happens to be
a conflation of two of BBC radio’s more sedate disc jockeys from
the 1960s, but his zippy high-energy style was rather more in the
vein of Zoe Ball or Chris Evans. The half-hour passed swiftly, as
did his talk’s purported focus on Cambridge’s bridges. We were
told about a couple of them, then his virtual itinerary became a
tad random.
We heard instead about various easily-missed items of
pavement art – one of which, tucked away off Pembroke Street,
consists of only the soles of a pair of cast-iron feet, put there by
sculptor Antony Gormley, whose self-modelled figures pepper
our country. But these soles turned out to be just the tip of the
iceberg, since an entire inverted statue is buried beneath.
So: a hidden secret.

Kirtlington and Bletchingdon Historical Society

The Journey to The Mayflower
STEPHEN TOMKINS
Thursday 24th September at 7.30pm
in Kirtlington Village Hall
Members free. Visitors £3. All welcome

Help the county council further improve adult social care
Residents are being encouraged to share their experiences of adult social
care to help Oxfordshire County Council shape and improve the services it offers
In support of the "Because we all care", a new campaign from the Care Quality Commission and Healthwatch
England, we are calling everybody to do their part to help shape the feature of our social care services.
The new campaign comes at a time where challenging circumstances have highlighted the work and
contributions of adult social care staff and with more people receiving care and support than ever before.
Research from the CQC and Healthwatch has determined that nearly two thirds of us are more grateful for the
services they receive and would be more willing to support their local social care services on the back of the
Covid-19 pandemic.
Stephen Chandler, director of adult social care and housing at Oxfordshire County Council, said:
"We are delighted to support this campaign from the CQC and Healthwatch. Many of us may feel apprehensive
about trying to get involved at present. But whether your experiences are good or bad, we appreciate any
feedback.
"These are unprecedented times for adult social care. It is through feedback directly to us, or from our partner
organisations such as Healthwatch, that residents can help us to improve and shape our services."
Eddy McDowall, Chief Executive of Oxfordshire Association of Care Providers (OACP) said:
"Whilst we are living through unprecedented times, the increased appreciation of social care providers and their
staff has demonstrated that care is invaluable to all communities across Oxfordshire.
"Oxfordshire Association of Care Providers encourages clients and residents using social care, as well as staff,
to describe and voice the fabulous work that keeps people safe, as well as sharing what is not working so we
can improve it." Residents can find our more about how to have their say about services via our website.
https://news.oxfordshire.gov.uk/help-the-county-council-further-improve-adult-social-care/
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Would you like to support people
affected by crime?
Victims First Emotional Support Service Volunteer
Victims First Emotional Support Service provides free emotional and practical support to all victims of crime,
witnesses of crime and family members of victims. The service is available across Oxfordshire, Berkshire and
Buckinghamshire and can provide help regardless of whether or not the crime has been reported to the
police.
The role of a Victims First Emotional Support Volunteer involves:







Providing practical and emotional support to victims of crime in the Thames Valley area
Working to empower victims and map progress using an evidence-based outcomes tool
Ensuring fairness, impartiality and equality in supporting victims
Keeping a secure record of contact with victims and reporting to the Caseworker appropriately and in
line with data protection requirements
Working alongside a Caseworker to ensure the delivery of a high-quality service
Committing to attending ongoing training, supervision, reflective practice and support sessions

What skills are we looking for?








A non-judgemental attitude
The ability to empathise with people from diverse backgrounds and cultures
Excellent listening skills
Reliable and punctual
Able to set and work within clear boundaries
Able to travel within your local area
Can commit to a minimum period of 18 months

What’s in it for me?






Free training, support and ongoing professional development
Travel reimbursement
The opportunity to develop personal and support skills for future opportunities and employment
Contribute to your community in a role which has social value
Meet people, learn new things and gain a sense of reward and contribution

Role subject to reference and DBS clearance. For more information or to request an application form
please contact the VFESS Manager on 01844 487 989 or email admin@vfess.org.uk
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Bletchingdon School in the 1930s
by the late Bill Howe
By the 1930s Bletchingdon school had lost one teacher to Kirtlington school, and all the 11 and overs, so
the village school had a standing of 2 teachers: Miss Rule, the seniors in the Big Room and Miss Upstone
in the Little Room. The building was in excellent order but with basic amenities. There was just the one
cloakroom for all the wet or dry outdoor clothing; the lavatories were very basic at the corner of the
garden. The garden itself was out of bounds. The large play area is of course a very recent addition.

Note: Bill Howe is in the photo as is his future wife Beryl Denton.
The building was occasionally warmed by two open fires, lighting was from two huge paraffin lanterns
suspended from the ceiling. Obviously in the winter months these were far from satisfactory. Electricity
may have been installed by the later 1930s. In the ‘little room’ there were a few small desks for the new
intake of four year olds. They progressed to long benches before moving into the ‘big room’ where two
to a desk was the rule. On the principle that children should not be able to contact the outside world,
thereby all attention should be given to lessons, the windows were placed high in the walls, but many of
us spent hours gazing at the rooks in the park, and longed to be outside with them.
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Basic schooling was attempted, though decimal points were not to my recollection ever taught, and
nobody explained to us how near Normandy was for instance. Europe could have been one million miles
away and the Biblical places could have been anywhere. No-one told us there were towns and villages on
this earth. On the subject of religion, the Rev Bryan Brown came in every Thursday morning for a
Scripture lesson, though we did know a number of well-known hymns. ‘Now the Day is Over’ for instance
was surely written for village folk and of course we all had an annual test of religious knowledge, tested
by the Rural Dean, for which the Bishop’s Prize, a bible, was awarded. Things ‘holy’ got a booster from a
visit from the Church Army, whose caravan (horse-drawn) was parked at the bottom of Blenheim
Terrace on the grass. Captain Holinshead and Cadet Woodford awarded many bibles to locals who
promised to lead a better life.
School was not much fun; the School Inspector, Mr Balmer, would have been better employed as a
detention centre supervisor, but his successor, Miss Garside, was much nicer.
The school treat was a few games on the Rectory lawn, then sitting down on the grass we ate as much of
the regulation two jammy buns as the wasps allowed. The school building was of course painted inside
institutional brown and cream, but Miss Rule scrounged some railway posters to stick on the walls. Huge
trains belching out smoke, to Penzance or Scotland, again places of dreams only, though of course our
‘art’ efforts were stuck on the wall. I can still see 25 or 30 paintings of daffodils with the trumpets all
pointing in one direction. I think it was towards the east.
Miss Rule tried so valiantly to introduce Handel and Johann Sebastian Bach to us, but I’m afraid her seeds
of knowledge fell on very stony ground, but her reading of ‘Mrs Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch’ I can still
remember, whilst her enjoining us about ‘where there’s dirt there’s danger’ or ‘cleanliness before
Godliness’; all very well, but we all had to drag every drop of water from the well or pump, in some cases
for many yards, because there was of course no water laid on, and the only bathrooms were in the Big
House or the Rectory; very odd as those people never, but ever, got dirty.
Games in the playground took the form of marbles, tig, widdee-widdee-wee, skipping or fox and hounds
in the winter.
And so to Kirtlington School. The Educational Authority, no doubt in ways of economy, had deemed it
best to send 11 year olds to the next village, but no-one gave one damn for children trudging that
distance, wet or fine. From the Church End of Bletchingdon it was no mean walk when the fields were
too wet to cross. A system of Horlicks for 3d a week was started, but there were no hot dinners, so we all
took a small bottle of cocoa, milk and sugar to make a hot drink during the dinner hour Mr Ward, the
head teacher, was always credited with the gift of two large kettles to boil the water on the coke stoves.
Back to Bletchingdon School. For myself there was always the possibility of an irate lady at the bottom of
the school alley waiting to demand /Has your Dad shot/trapped my cat’; not fair to challenge a small boy;
my father probably had. As gamekeeper he had a job to do and anyway, Mrs C usually had 5 or 6 cats.
Another playtime activity was throwing stones at Mr Barratt’s hens. He had a wheelwright/undertaker’s
yard where Jim Dobbins’ house now is.
The main theme of both schools was King and Country, Baden-Powell and Empire Day. School Governors
were mainly of the farming class. This has always been a great mystery to me. Farmers are of very
limited interest and, it follows, of very limited intelligence. The reason goes further than that. Village
schools were only run to provide girl skivvies for the bigger houses, and the boys were taught only to a
limit of digging for the country in peace time, and of dying for the country during war, so why teach
children anything else? Curtseying by girls and the doffing of caps to our ‘betters’ was fast becoming a
thing of the past by then, however.
Another note on clothing. We were always wet-footed in rainy weather. Rubber boots were arriving in
the shops but very few people could afford them; the roads were made of granite chipping rolled in by a
steam roller and one’s shoes were dirty within 10 yards of one’s front gate.
There wasn’t much traffic in the early thirties, so we could play hopscotch or hockey in the middle of the
road, but we nearly all had broken knees from falling on the awfully sharp surface stones; there were of
course very few long trousers being worn by schoolboys.
Very few children owned bicycles and if we could get hold of an old bike, without tyres even, we thought
we were rich. A few pennies could occasionally be earned by holding the gates open for fox-hunting
people.
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WESTON ON THE GREEN WI
The WI in Weston is still going strong even though there have been no Village
Hall meetings due to the lockdown. Most members are making the most of
the internet and keeping in touch with each other. The June meeting was a
Zoom coffee morning with quizzes. No prizes, not even chocolate.
The WI college at Denman has held a number of “at home” on line courses
and they have been welcomed by many members. These courses have ranged
from “The D-Day Landings”, “Middle Eastern Cooking”, “A ukulele sing along”
and “A talk on walking the river Thames, Vauxhall to Westminster” plus many more. Those who have
done these courses say they have been extremely interesting. Denham “at home” courses are open
to all not just WI members.
Some good news is that the NFWI have decided to extend the membership fee for three months.
The new date for fees will be next April and this will continue yearly from then on.
The committee have decided that because we still have vulnerable members it will probably be
October before our next meeting. The situation will be discussed by the committee in early
September. Until then stay safe. SAS

Donate your cough!
Being developed by Novoic (backed by Oxford Foundry, the University’s enterprise centre), the ‘Donate your
cough’ initiative aims to recruit 1,000,000 volunteers as soon as possible, to record their coughs. This is part of
some interesting Corvid-19 research currently taking place, with the aim of developing a free, scalable and
remote screening test, based on the unique cough patterns caused by the virus. Upon validation, this test
could theoretically screen the entire country within seconds. Here’s how to get involved……
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Bletchingdon PARISH COUNCIL
Councillors:
Mr A K Saunders (Chairman)
Mr C E Lane (Vice-Chairman)
Mr M E Taylor
Mr D M Ledger
Mr A Jordan
Ms R Pirie
Mr M Whitehead

Clerk: Fiona Mason

14, Coghill
Village Farm
Stoneacre, Oxford Road
3, Islip Road
The Malt House, Weston Road
12 Valentia Close
Rogers Cottage, Station Road

Email: bletchpc@gmail.com

Tel: 350705
Tel: 350257
Tel: 350609
Tel: 351542
Tel: 226500
Tel: 350856
Tel: 350991

Tel: 351967

The Clerk works on a flexible basis from the Village Hall. If you have any concerns, ideas or would
just like a chat please email or leave an answerphone message and she will get back to you.
District Councillors:
Simon Holland (simon.holland@cherwell-dc.gov.uk)
David Hughes (cllr.david.hughes@cherwell-dc.gov.uk)
Tim Hallchurch (tim.hallchurch@cherwell-dc.gov.uk)
County Councillor: Carmen Griffiths (carmen.griffiths@oxfordshire.gov.uk)
Meetings:
Normally held on the last Thursday of the Month, except December when no meeting
is held, and in January we meet earlier in the month in order to discuss the precept request. Notice
of meetings are always displayed on the Parish Council Notice Board, which is on the Bus Shelter wall
facing the Green. Members of the Public are welcome at Meetings, but must seek prior permission
if they wish to join in the discussion of any matter.
Agendas and minutes of meetings can be viewed on the Parish Council website once they have
been approved.

The next meetings will take place on the 27th August 2020 followed by the 24th
September 2020. All meetings will be via Virtual Zoom meeting until the Lockdown
restrictions are lifted.
Public Transport Representative (PTR)
Anne Maclachlan has volunteered to be the new PTR. If you have any concerns or suggestions about public
transport in the area, please contact Anne on annemaclachlan@hotmail.com or 07967 045591.
Bletchingdon Parish Council would like to take this opportunity to welcome Anne to the role and thank her for
volunteering her time.

Bletchingdon Playground, Oxford Road
On Friday 3rd July, Bletchingdon Parish Council completed a risk assessment with regards to the Playground on
Oxford Road, the result of which was that it should remain closed for the time being. If you would like to see
the risk assessment, a copy can be found on our website or you can contact the Clerk who will send you a
copy.
At the time of writing, this is due to be reviewed at the next Parish Council meeting (23/07/2020) and will be
reviewed regularly. Any changes will be published on our Website and updated signs will be placed on site.
Thank you for your co-operation and understanding.
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Planning Matters
Notice of Applications Approved in May & June 2020:
20/00752/TCA – Mr P Heron – The Old Rectory, Weston Road, Bletchingdon OX5 3DH –
Various tree felling.
The following applications were put before Bletchingdon Parish Council in May & June 2020:
20/01114/F – Mr Geoff Robbins – Heathfield Park Golf Driving Range, Heathfield OX5 3DX –
Change of use from golf driving range to stud farm – remove existing buildings and replace
with a similar footprint of stables, all weather manege and re-use of
existing building to form a temporary staff unit – resubmission of 19/01287/F – Objection.
No design or access statement provided to justify why a new dwelling is needed. No roof
plan provided. Poor design of house. Against planning policy to have a new dwelling in the
open countryside. Presumably the reason stated will be to provide security for the horses.
The house gets built and then the horses go. The building is not remotely distinctive to justify
a new dwelling. There is already a stud farm in the area with these facilities. There is no
indication that this is sustainable. Plans to renovate existing buildings for staff living on the
existing Heathfield Stud Farm were refused so how can a newly created, competing site be
justified. No detail of waste storage. No detailed business plan to show if the project will
succeed or be sustainable. Shows no history of experience. Poor design of house and plan
does not warrant on site accommodation and no plans for an entrance.
20/01343/CLUE & 20/01344/CLUE – Greenhill Leisure Park – Greenhill Farm, Station Road,
Bletchingdon OX5 3BQ – Certificate of Lawfulness of Existing Use for Use of Land as a Caravan
and Camping site and as a Recreation Land Ancillary to a Caravan Site. No objection.
20/01469/TCA – Mr James Prior – Court Yard House, Church End, Bletchingdon OX5 3DL - G1
x Group of 3 no's Leylandii and 1 no. Macrocarpa - Fell as they have outgrown their limited
location and also because of concerns of damage to adjacent walls. G2 x 2 nos Leylandii
hedges - Fell as these are large and overbearing hedges that dominate the garden, their
removal will allow more light to penetrate the garden and allow for future planting of various
species. G3 x 5 no's Conifers along the lawn - Fell as excessive shading plus have outgrown
their current location. No objection.
***********************************************************************************************
Adverts
N.B. If you contact any of our advertisers would you please mention that you saw their advert in Bletchington Village News
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We deliver daily newspapers
and magazines to the village.

Any combination of
days per week catered for.
Ring us on 01295 268499
or e-mail
info@smithsnewsagents.co.uk
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DEREK BICKLEY
GENERAL BUILDER
Extension, Alterations, Paving etc
All types of building work considered
Telephone: 01869 351532
Mobile no: 07817496502
Web page: yell.com
Email: lizadez@btinternet.com
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